GIVE LIGHT AND THE PEOPLE WILL GET LOST
This fellow has been giving light at exam time in The Montana Daily
where we know. And he still looks lost. He's just a reminder that Dead Week begins today, May 9. Who knows when it will end?

Prom Tickets Go On Sale May 12
Tickets for the Senior Prom will be on sale Monday, May 12, through Thursday, May 15, in the Library.

They will be $10 per couple. After May 15 any senior class officer, or Park Weaver, will be selling tickets individually.

The $10 price includes all entrances, a buffet lunch, and band and dance facilities, and two bands for the gala event on Tuesday, May 27, at Lakeside Country Club. The time will be from 9 pm to 1 am, with seating time at the pool from 1 to 4 am. The Glenn Miller orchestra, under the direction of Roy McElroy, will play for dancing, and a combo will play at the swimming pool.

Tickets purchased after noon, Co-op, say, Dom Katz this week in Physical Education, and 278 Davis.

Dr. Waser Accepts Post At CalTech
By ROBERT K. HINTON
Dr. Waser has been awarded a position at the California Institute of Technology. He will be working again with Dr. Linus Pauling, a Nobel laureate in chemistry on the Rice faculty who accepted a position at CalTech.

Beginning next fall he will be working again with Dr. Linus Pauling with whom he was associated prior to coming to Rice. Having done his undergraduate work at the University of Zurich, Dr. Waser took his Ph. D. at Cal Tech and was awarded the Phi Beta Kappa. He has accepted a position with CalTech.

Dr. Waser has been awarded the position of visiting professor at CalTech.
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Absent-minded Professor

Not so absent-minded when you get right down to it. He remembered the most important item— the Coke! Yes, people will forgive you almost anything if you just remember to bring along their favorite sparkling drink—ice-cold Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!

There's an important future ahead for the men who wear these wings

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of many talents. He is, first of all, a master of the air—and no finer exists. In addition, he has a firm background in engineering, electronics, astro-navigation and allied fields. Then, too, he must show outstanding qualities of initiative, leadership and self-reliance. He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for an important career in the new Age of Space.

As a college graduate you will get priority consideration for the Air Force Aviation Cadet Program. While openings are limited, you will be one of a year-long competition of qualified status. Find out if you measure up. Paste the attached coupon on a post card and mail it now.

U.S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

VILLAGE CAFETERIA
2529 RICE BLVD.

Breakfast — Lunches — Dinner
60c — 75c — 85c

IN THE VILLAGE

Graduate then Fly

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Aviation Cadet Information, Dept. C-4
Box 1968, Washington 4, D. C.

Please send me details on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet in the U. S. Air Force. I am a graduate of a senior high school and a graduate student in the U. S. or possessions. I am interested in\(

Name:_________________________

College:_________________________

Street:_________________________

City:_________________________

State:_________________________

(Continued on Page 5)

SUMMER SCHOOL, DRAFT DATA HERE

The Registrar's office has announced that forms for petitioning for prior approval of summer school work are now available in that office. Selective service forms are available in the Registrar's office. Information of these forms will be sent to draft boards in June, notifying the boards of the students standing in college. "Undergraduates should return the completed form to the Registrar's office; candidates for M. A.'s or Ph.D.'s should return them to the President's office.

There's an important future ahead for the men who wear these wings

THE ANNUAL SPRING REVIEW
The annual spring review and presentation of awards for the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps Unit will be held at the Rice stadium parking lot at 8:00 p.m., Thursday, May 13, 1968. All faculty and students are invited to attend.

Highlight of the ceremony will be the presentation of the colors to Company "B," commanded by midshipmen Lieutenant Thomas C. Cady, Company "F" is the winner of the most outstanding personnel award for all around military performance. First Post Awards

Awards

During the ceremony the following awards to individual midshipmen will be made:

Armed Forces Communication and Electronics Association Award. This award, a gold medal, will be presented by Dr. Morehead to R. L. Dozier, Jr.

Coca-Cola

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Absent-minded Professor

if you just remember to bring along their favorite sparkling drink—ice-cold Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!
Bound volumes Here in Two Weeks

Bound volumes of The Thresher, which were ordered last fall, will arrive in The Thresher office within about two weeks. The books will contain all 30 issues of the 1968-69 Thresher, including the two issues of The Mill, the semi-annual literary supplement. They will be handsomely bound in buckram, with the Thresher imprint on the spine. Those who ordered the books last fall may pick them up on presentation of receipts and payment of the balance, if any is due.

Macbeth' Hailed As Kingly Entertainment

By JOHN B. PICKARD

From the opening wild cries of the three Weird Sisters, strikingly silhouetted against the sky, to the solemn bloodstained conclusion on the field near Dunsinane, the Rice Players’ production of “Macbeth” effectively established suspense and provided dramatic highlights.

Since the theme of the play explores the tortured, awesome struggle of one man against the power of “vaulting ambition” and his eventual tragic destruction, the title role is most important. And Jim Bernhard as Macbeth skillfully mastered the demands of the part. His clear diction and strong assurance and force to Macbeth’s great speeches in the “dagger” monologues “To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow” uttered sounded the depths of Macbeth’s tragic knowledge and slowly and movingly revealed the king’s inner feelings, laying bare the utter emptiness of Macbeth’s world—“a tale told by an idiot...signifying nothing.” Yet, even in the small things, as the “who’s there” question solved of an entering herald, one felt the command of royalty in the slow turn of head and suppressed tone of voice. It was truly an excellent performance.

Lady Macbeth

To match this role and to create Lady Macbeth as a personality in her own right was no small task, but Joan Feild accomplished just that. Her presentation of Lady Macbeth’s gradual change from a clever, overly ambitious woman, who plotted and carried out murder for her husband’s coronation of overacting. Her eyes, gesture and bearing showed her complete absorption in the part she played. Her eyes, gesture and bearing showed her complete absorption in the personality of the role. Only in the very difficult sleep-walking scene was there a touch of overacting.

Macduff

Also revealing was the portrayal of Macduff by David Watson. His clear diction and expressiveness gave added power to his function as the righteous conquer of Macbeth. His gentle Banquo brought the needed sincerity and openness of nature to the role. His graceful appearance and transcendent movement in the scene made that one of the most harrowing in the play.

Striking Features
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Where Do We Go From Here, Boys?

The College System's debits and credits were pre- sumably discussed in an all-campus eye at Wednesday's Forum. As was to be expected—or perhaps even desired—from such an exposure, nothing was solved, but new problems of wider scope were raised.

Students who vigorously abominate the College System and all it has done. Others are equally rabid college partisans—those students who have thus far shared in the direction of the system and who support its ultimate past policies.

A more rational approach than either of these would seem to be: the College System is here. How can it be better? This brings up the nasty question of what the college system is or what it should be. There can be no answer to this question. It is, as one student has said, 'never even close to that thing it is.'

Yet there must be established some set of standards on which the colleges are to operate. Are they convenient places to sleep and have meals? Are they take a downturn. This feeling was apparently shared varying emphasis on each of these activities.

be, all these things. And different students will place social clubs? Are they an integral part of the course ic interest of the student body has recently seemed to which may have much bearing on the past activities answer to this question. It is, as one student has said, either at cross-purposes with the Institute's raison d'etre or irrelevant to it.

An example of what we consider an activity germane to the Institute's function is a proposed dis- cussion-debate series on topics of real interest and val-
we be solved—through Rice's administrative college—the College System can rea-
y should be either at cross purposes with the Institute's raison d'etre or irrelevant to it. It should be determined what a university—the Rice Institute—exists to do. And the colleges should be investigated toward that goal. They should not be either on the issues of the college system is this: the intellectual level and academic interest of the student body has recently seemed to take a downturn. This feeling was apparently shared by more than one person at Wednesday's Forum. If this condition exists, it must be solved—through Rice's administrative college—the College System can rea-

No More Sherbet Crusades—'Til '58-'59?

By Ginger Purinton

It is, as one student has said, either at cross purposes with the Institute's raison d'etre or irrelevant to it.

An example of what we consider an activity germane to the Institute's function is a proposed dis-
cussion-debate series on topics of real interest and value. Another is the faculty lectures which have been publicized in The Thresher and which might well be considered in a college basis. Rice can indeed gain many values—of all degrees—through the proper functioning of the College System.

The Rice University is, as was to be expected—or perhaps even desired—reading it.

Also the costumes were most authentic and attractive.

Finally some suggestions could be made for future productions:

(1) The placing of most of the action within the triangle area of the arcade and the back of the physics' building forced over half of the audience to view the drama at a slant. Only once or twice in the whole production was the audience centrally centered for the audience and this caused much of the difficulty with understanding and sound.

(2) It is still a shock to hear a Shakespearean Orson Welles, or someone speak his lines in a Texas drawl. The elimination of some of these lines would help free the audience from the strain of the play.

(3) Lastly, a whole night's worth of the battle scenes seemed unnecessary. It is most difficult, even for an ear trained to the language, to keep up with the use of the arcades during this stage adaptation. The next production should have more imaginative planning and good stage awareness.

Also the costumes were most authentic and attractive.

Seasoned with Ginger

---

Law Aptitude

North Texas College is offering an opportunity for students interested in studying law to take a Legal Aptitude Test. The test will be given at 10:00 Saturday morning, May 24, 1958, in Room 101, the first floor, Mr. John L. Schenk, Assistant Professor of Economics, and Mr. G. R. Simpson, Professor of Economics, will be in charge of the examination.

The test will cover the following fields: reasoning, arithmetic, reasoning, and general knowledge of high school subjects. The test will be given to those who are interested in studying law and are planning to enter the University of Texas, Austin, or the University of Texas, Tyler, or any other college.

Applications for the test will be accepted in the office of the Admissions Office, North Texas College, 1900 Louisiana, Houston, Texas.

Each student taking the test will be notified by mail of the results of the test.
**THE LEISURE CLASS**

**Choir Battle Adds Spice To Rondelet**

By MARGIE MOORE

The first all-school Rondelet Weekend has come and gone and the consensus is that it was a success in its new form.

The 1988 Rondelet arrangement was the song fest Friday night. After many changes of plans due to slow construction workers it was held in Hassane Commons. All the choirs were good, notably Baker and Will Rice who were in the runoff for winner. At the judges were able to decide the winner and Don Gibson, Song Fest Coordinator, awarded the ICC plaque to Baker College whose excellent choir had been under the direction of Dave Thoerman.

Everyone adjourned to Jones Commons for an informal dance to the hi-fi music. Ann Farmer had worked more than everyone else to put together. But her efforts paid off in the end! The Ballroom and the Sky Terrace at the Regency Room were packed with rice girls. The out-of-town honorees and Rice Honorees were treated to the Sky Terrace at Sukulita for lunch while the Student Council played host to their dates at the Cellar Door. In spite of the rain, Henry Gissendanner and Ed Reeder managed to arrange a successful picnic with games and the Beer-drinking contest which Wiggs College won. (The beer race will be repeated later.)

**NROTC...**

(Continued from Page 2)

**SAME**

Society of American Military Engineers Award — This award, a medal and Certificate will be presented by President W. V. Houston to A. D. Kohler, Jr., outstanding Engineer and Naval Science Student, 1 of 15 selected from last year's NROTC students.

**United States Naval Academy Award** — This award, a certificate, will be presented by Mr. J. E. McCullough to J. A. Hulon, who stands first in officer-like qualities for first three years of Naval Science.

**Grady Prize**

C. Grady Smith Award — This award, a pair of binoculars, will be presented by Mr. Harold Stockbridge to J. M. Pankratz, who stands first in his class in officer-like qualities.

**Allen Leon Wright Trophy** — This award, a trophy, will be presented by Ruth Annaisch Whieker, Director of Admissions, to P. F. Harklep, NROTC Drill Team member who was contributed most to Drill Team.

**Larry Belcher Re-Elected Band President**

The band held a combination dinneb and business meeting at John's Restaurant on April 18. Officers elected at 6:30 p.m. were Larry Belcher, president; New Orleans, band manager; Ted Heesch, business manager; Gene Swilley, drum major; and Mike Dyer, student conductor.

Larry, who stands first in his class in Science and Naval Science, is the present student body president. The election turnout was very high.

**Princesses Puffy Pfair and Ann Page in White, Phil Segar's Music, Ted Heesch's Decorations, Frank Davis' Announcing, Mrs. Davis' Dancing and Beverly Montgomery's Dancing all contributed to a beautiful indoor pageant.**

**The Rally Club gave an Open House in the Regency Room during the dance for the honorees. They all staggered out at 10 p.m. the next morning for a special breakfast in Jones Commons. Sunday night the Rice Players topped off the weekend with their excellent performance of Macbeth.**

**Larry Belcher Re-Elected Band President**

The band held a combination dinner and business meeting at John's Restaurant on April 18. Officers elected at 6:30 p.m. were Larry Belcher, president; New Orleans, band manager; Ted Heesch, business manager; Gene Swilley, drum major; and Mike Dyer, student conductor.

An award for outstanding band member was given to Larry Belcher. Fifth year awards went to James Alexander and James Neugebauer.

**Dr. W. H. Dowden and Edward Dvoretzsky will be studying abroad next year on grants. Dr. Dowden received a grant from the American Philosophical Society to study in Regensburg, the University of England on Thomas Moore. He will be gone the first semester. Mr. Dvoretzsky received an award given to 25 German professors in the United States. It will provide for an eight-week seminar in Munich, Germany.**

**Debaters Attend SWC Meet; Announce New Officers**

The Rice Forensics Society participated in the Southwest Conference tournament last weekend at Ft. Worth—but bad weather prevented them from coping any trophies.

The fourth member of the four-man team was grounded at the Houston airport before his departure and was unable to reach TCU in time for the tourney.

Two of the other three debaters—Gerald Damsky and Charles Farnell—debated but were more debates than any other team there, but because of a technicality in the rules, were unable to win the award.

Tuesday night the debate club banqueted and announced its officers for 1958-59. They are Jim Berhardt, president; Charles Farnell, vice president; Gary Carrison, treasurer; Gary Webb, secretary; and Susan Briggs, recorder.

**Boeing is also the nation's foremost designer and builder of long-range multi-jet aircraft. Rolling out of Boeing plants are the eight-jet B-52 global bomber, the KC-135 transport-tanker, holder of the world nonstop jet transport record, and America's first jet liner, the famous Boeing 707.**

**Quash Rumors of 10% Quota of Non-Texans**

Some special attention will be given to local students, and in the case that there are out-of-state and local students of equal quality, the local students will be given preference. It is not the case at this time that anyone at this time that this policy will be carried far enough to make the student body at Rice provincial.

One explanation for this policy is to be found in the Rice chart.
**Light into that Live Modern flavor**

**TODAY'S L&M GIVES YOU...**

They said it couldn't be done...a cigarette with such an improved filter...with such exciting taste. But L&M did it!

L&M's patented filtering process electrodynamically places extra filtering fibers crosswise to the stream of smoke...enabling today's L&M to give you—puff by puff—less tars in the smoke than ever before. Yet L&M draws easy...delivering you the clean rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobacco. The best tasting smoke you'll ever find.

*9169 Commerce & Ross Toward Co.*

---

**IN THE VILLAGE IT'S**

For A Complete Showing Of Young Men's Wearing Apparel
Two Blocks West of the Rice Stadium
2507 TIMES IN THE VILLAGE

---

**BETWEEN THE WALLS**

**Pro Profs Win Softball Tourney**

By JERRY PITTMAN
Sports Staff

Hooray for our side—yes, a boy, hooray for our side (for it was that we had the better side which to view...the thing.) Jasper Rudolph Barker (call him Jasper or he'll really get mad...he detests JR) hasn't totaled the number of participants in intramurals for this year at (right new?) present but well over 1000 entries were made. Groomes of bands and hooded names all over the place. (Don't some one want to write this article next year?)

May as well say it now and get it over to all you bods. The Pro Profs won the softball tournament. Now that you have the big idea here are the entangling details.

The "Old Crony" went through the season without a mishap (mishap by definition is losing a game—I shouldn't have to explain this thing) and should have it all next year?

*But L&M did it!* They said it couldn't be done before. Yet L&M draws easy...delivering you the puff by puff clean rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette, tobaccos The best tasting smoke you'll ever find.

**THRESHER...**

(Continued from Page 1)

"very good" and sports writing was rated "excellent."

"Very Good" Makeup and display "received a rating of "very good," as did headlines.

The judge's summary of The Thresher was: "A very extensive job of covering the news and imagination with makeup."

The Associated Collegiate Press is sponsored by the University of Minnesota and includes most college newspapers. The Thresher received the highest award—All-American—for its points-out of a possible 1000.

---

**Mini Man Car Wash**

America's Fastest
Finest Car Washing

5001 S. Main
6900 Harrisburg
$1 with Rice ID
SporTaS CALENDAR

May 9 - Baseball - TCU - Fort Worth
May 10 - Baseball - TCU - Fort Worth
May 8 - A 10-SWC MEET IN DALLAS FOR TENNIS, GOLF, AND TRACK

Handbooks Now Being Published

by HARDEE KILGORE

The Rice Handbook is now being published for the first time in approximately four years. Designed to supply information on all phases of school life for new students, the books were scheduled to be revised and published every five years, enough copies for five freshman classes being made at each printing.

However, with the institution of the college system, the present handbook became so out of date that it was not distributed to this year’s freshmen. In March a Student Council committee under Hardee Kilgore was appointed to revise it for use next fall. On the committee’s recommendation, 10 cents of each blanket tax which formerly went to the Women’s Council has been allocated to the handbook, which, in addition to the 10 cents permanently allotted, will provide enough money to revise the book every two years instead of five.

BIKE RACE

Will Rice College would like to express their thanks to Mr. Otis M. Brown, 5511 Richmond, Bicycle Shop, for his cooperation with our college in coordinating the bicycle race.

Texas Unity Bank
OF HOUSTON
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

ATTENTION SENIORS ...

GRADUATION INVITATIONS CAN BE PICKED UP NOW IN THE CO-OP

RICE INSTITUTE CO-OPERATIVE STORE

"WITH THE HELP OF THIS TINY, SPARKLING FILTER You Can Guide a Rocket Across Half a World!"

IN AN ELECTRONICS CLASS ROCKETS MUST BE GUIDED IN FLIGHT BY HIGH-FREQUENCY RADIO SIGNALS... THIS NEW FILTER PICKS OUR SIGNALS FAR MORE ACCURATELY... CAN'T BE MURD BY VIBRATION...

SMALLER THAN A DIME... IT'SURE DOES A LOT!

YES, TODAY'S FILTER SCIENCE HAS CHANGED OUR LIVES. TAKE THE MARVELOUS FILTER ON THIS VICEROY CIGAREETTE... IT CHANGED AMERICAS SMOKING HABITS

THAT'S WHY I SMOKE VICEROYS. VICEROY GIVES YOU THE MAXIMUM FILTRATION FOR THE SMOOTHEST SMOKE!

VICEROY'S FILTER IS MADE FROM THE SAME PURE, NATURAL MATERIAL THAT'S FOUND IN ALL FRUIT, AND IT'S SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED TO DELIVER THE MAXIMUM FILTRATION FOR THE SMOOTHEST SMOKE!

 THAT'S FOR ME!

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
To Acquaint You With Our New
Fine Dry Cleaning Method...

SHIRTS & LAUNDRY AT POPULAR PRICES

TUXEDOS FOR RENT

REAL TAILORS
CUSTOM TAILORING
Imported & Domestic Woolens
Individually Designed & Tailored
To Your Specifications
Complete Line of Furnishings

ONE HOUR Service on Request
2400 Holkamer JA 3-9112
Same Block as Post Office in the Village
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GRAD WIVES' LAST MEETING
The Graduate Wife's Club will hold its final meeting of the year Saturday, May 10. It will be a luncheon honoring members whose husbands are receiving PhD.'s. The luncheon will be held at Ben Cremen's Fabulous Restaurant, 5352 Richmond Road, on Westheimer. The Southwest at 12:45 pm.

David Dillehay Wins Gulf Coast Divisional Epee Championship

Last Saturday in a match at San Antonio, Dave Dillehay won the Gulf Coast Divisional Epee Championship, and also tied for second place in the Sabre Championship, which was won by Phil Metzger of the USAF.
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402 Milam
FA 3-2404
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GRAD WIVES' LAST MEETING
The Graduate Wife's Club will hold its final meeting of the year Saturday, May 10. It will be a luncheon honoring members whose husbands are receiving PhD.'s. The luncheon will be held at Ben Cremen's Fabulous Restaurant, 5352 Richmond Road, on Westheimer. The Southwest at 12:45 pm.
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GRAD WIVES' LAST MEETING
The Graduate Wife's Club will hold its final meeting of the year Saturday, May 10. It will be a luncheon honoring members whose husbands are receiving PhD.'s. The luncheon will be held at Ben Cremen's Fabulous Restaurant, 5352 Richmond Road, on Westheimer. The Southwest at 12:45 pm.
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**FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1958**

**RENT NEW SUMMER FORMALS AT AL'S FORMAL WEAR FOR THOSE NEW TUXEDOS AND DINNER JACKETS In White, Maroon Blue, Gold, or Silver, Come To AL'S FORMAL WEAR CA 4-6195 712 McKinney Free Parking Next Door Special Student Rates**

**Barbasealls Taekle TCU Horned Frogs In Ft. Worth**

By SIDDY KREE Sports Staff Rice Institute's third place baseball aggregation journeys to Fort Worth today and tomorrow to engage the TCU Horned Frogs in the final series of the season for both teams. Jerry Abarbanell, making his final appearance in a Rice and Gray uniform, will have the mound in today's opener with Jim Brooks due to get the starting nod for tomorrow's encounter.

All-conference catcher Jerry Bums, pitcher Jim Pemberton, right-fielder Classic White, left-fielder Ben Williams, shortstop Dickie Dillard, and center-fielder Dickie Dillard will have the top honors today. The Bearcats led all the way and successfully fought off all Owl threats. First baseman Alex Mitchell and Bobby Burns each scored two runs, and the Owls' 2-0 lead in the first inning held. Bill Pifer, the surprise of the season for Rice, earned the two hits to pace the Owls at the plate along with Murray.

**Alumni Pay Tribute to 1957 Footballers, Coach**

Tribute was recently paid to the 1957 football team by the Association of Rice Alumni, according to the Ballroom.

A resolution, forwarded to Athletic Director and Head Coach Jere Neely, in part, said: "The Association of Rice Alumni wishes to take this opportunity to express our appreciation and to offer our congratulations to you, the coaching staff, and the 1957 Rice football team for your victorious season and the Southwest Conference championship."

"As we followed the season fro matte Blue-grey game through the Cotton Bowl finals we shared your happiness and disappointment, but never did we have to swallow our pride."

"The boys played from the heart with courage, determination, and teamwork that we will long remember and treasure in retrospect."

The acknowledgment was unanimously voted by the Executive Board of the Alumni Association and signed by Orvis Johnson, Alumni president.

**New Republic**

**Offers Award**

Awards totaling $1,000 are available to young writers for the best essays on the state of American fictional or any aspect of present-day television in a competition sponsored by the New Republic. Students under 27 are eligible to enter the contest which closes October 1, 1958. Ten prizes of $100 each will be awarded, with 5 from both categories.

Manuscripts should be 1,500-3,000 words in length and must be in the form of a four-page manuscript. Free food and beer will be provided.

**REYNOLDS BANER SHOP 1325 Ambler In the Village**